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Electronic structure of BAs and boride III-V alloys
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~Received 16 June 2000!

Boron arsenide, the typically ignored member of the Group-III–V arsenide series BAs-AlAs-GaAs-InAs is
found to resemble silicon electronically: itsG conduction-band minimum isp-like (G15), nots-like (G1c), it has
an X1c-like indirect band gap, and its bond charge is distributed almost equally on the two atoms in the unit
cell, exhibiting nearly perfect covalency. The reasons for these are tracked down to the anomalously low
atomicp orbital energy in the boron and to the unusually strongs–s repulsion in BAs relative to most other
Group-III–V compounds. We find unexpected valence-band offsets of BAs with respect to GaAs and AlAs.
The valence-band maximum~VBM ! of BAs is significantly higher than that of AlAs,despitethe much smaller
bond length of BAs, and the VBM of GaAs is only slightly higher than in BAs. These effects result from the
unusually strong mixing of the cation and anion states at the VBM. For the BAs-GaAs alloys, we find~i! a
relatively small (;3.5 eV) and composition-independent band-gap bowing. This means that while addition of
small amounts of nitrogen to GaAslowersthe gap, addition of small amounts of boron to GaAsraisesthe gap;
~ii ! boron ‘‘semilocalized’’ states in the conduction band~similar to those in GaN-GaAs alloys!; and~iii ! bulk
mixing enthalpies that are smaller than in GaN-GaAs alloys. The unique features of boride Group-III–V alloys
offer new opportunities in band-gap engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of state-of-the-art techniques for grow
semiconductor alloys on common substrates such as G
silicon, and germanium, semiconductor compounds, wh
previously were very difficult to synthesize, are now ro
tinely achieved. Techniques such as metal-organic chem
vapor deposition, molecular-beam epitaxy, and pulsed la
ablation have provided the opportunity to synthesize a
study a large number of nitride, phosphide, and antimon
semiconductor alloys. Of particular recent interest are all
of a wide gapsemiconductor~e.g., nitrides! with a ‘‘conven-
tional’’ Group-III–V semiconductor because of their prom
ise in optical applications. Two diverging scenarios we
considered:~i! using a significant amount~10%–30%! of the
wide gap component to shift the alloy band-gap to theblue
~e.g., adding;20% GaN to InN! for light-emitting diode or
laser applications, and~ii ! using asmall amount of the wide
gap semiconductor to shift the alloy band-gap to thered
~e.g., adding 1%–3% GaN to GaAs! for photovoltaic appli-
cations. The latter effect occurs naturally if the band-g
bowing parameterb is larger than the difference of the ban
gaps of the constituents~e.g., ZnS-ZnTe; GaAs-GaN!. In this
case addition of small amounts of the wide gap compone
acts to initially lower the band gap of the small gap comp
nent. For example, one can achieve the technologically
sired 1-eV gap if one adds nitrogen to GaAs or to InGaA

When boron is substituted into GaAs, it can go to eithe
gallium site or an arsenic site. Normally boron prefers iso
lent substitution on the gallium site,1–3 which is the case we
study here. In the other case when boron goes to the ars
site~a boron ‘‘antisite’’ defect!, the boron acts as an accept
and this antisite defect has been the subject of nume
studies.4–8 Growth conditions determine whether boron go
to the gallium site as an isovalent substitution or to the
senic site as an acceptor. For example, BAs antisite defects
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~20!/13522~16!/$15.00
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are known to occur in Ga-rich samples of GaAs grown
the liquid encapsulated Czochralski method, but for Ga
crystals taken from stoichiometric or As-rich melts, elect
cally active boron or boron complexes are not found,9 indi-
cating that the boron atoms have substituted isovalently
the gallium sites. Not as much is known about theepitaxial
growth conditions under which isovalent or antisite bor
incorporation occurs. It is reasonable to suppose thatAs

antisite defects will be more likely under Ga-rich conditio
and that As-rich growth conditions will lead to isovalent b
ron incorporation, similar to the case for LEC-grown GaA
In this paper, we focus on isovalent BGaAs alloys whe
boron occupies gallium sites.

In this paper we will explore BAs as an alternative
GaN as a wide gap partner for alloying conventional Grou
III–V’s such as AlAs and GaAs. Very little is known abou
BAs: As early as 1966, Ku mentioned the possibilities
BAs-GaAs as a boride Group-III–V alloy with potentiall
useful properties.10,11 However, difficulties in fabricating
BAs or simple solid solutions of zincblende BAs-GaA
~Refs. 10,12–15! prior to the development of current epitax
ial techniques have prevented a careful study of the a
properties. Now that epitaxial techiques have eased these
ficulties somewhat, boride semiconductor alloys are gene
ing renewed interest.7,8,16–18There are a number of theoret
cal studies that examine different aspects of pure BAs19–26

but theoretical studies of the boronalloys are lacking.
Important questions that one would want to answer

clude:
~i! How will alloying with BAs affect the band-gaps an

other properties of GaAs or AlAs?
~ii ! To what extent does BAs fit the well-known trends

band gaps, band offsets, and bonding patterns of the arse
Group-III–V series BAs-AlAs-GaAs-InAs?

~iii ! Will the band-gap bowing of BxGa12xAs alloys be as
13 522 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 13 523ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF BAs AND BORIDE III- . . .
anomalous as the~very large and composition dependen!
bowing in GaAs12xNx?

~iv! Will cation substitution by boron lead to unusu
wave function localization effects found to exist for anio
substitition by nitrogen?27–29

Two features of boron make boride semiconductors f
damentally different from common Group-III–V or Group
II–VI semiconductors. The first is that, like nitrogen, boro
is in the first row of the Periodic Table and has deepp or-
bitals and a small atomic size. The second feature is, un
nitrogen, boron has a low electronegativity. This leads
highly covalent compounds, unlike nitride semiconducto
which have a strong ionic character. This paper examine~i!
zincblende BAs and its place in the Group-III–As family
semiconductors and~ii ! boron substitution of gallium in
GaAs, including alloy bowing, band offsets, and mixing e
thalpies. Our main findings are:

Zincblende BAs:Surprisingly, we find that, electronically
BAs resembles silicon rather than other Group-III–V sem
conductors. Similar to silicon and in contrast to most Grou
III–V’s, the lowest Brillouin-zone center conduction band
BAs hasp symmetry (G15c) rather thans symmetry (G1c),
and, like silicon, its total valence charge density shows
most symmetric distribution of charge around the two ato
in the unit cell. The reasons for the siliconlike conductio
band ordering in BAs are:~i! the small repulsion of the bond
ing and antibondingp states due to the lowp orbital energy
of boron, as well as the unusual hybridization of both cat
and anionp states at the VBM, and~ii ! the repulsion of the
cation and anions states that is much stronger in BAs than
AlAs, GaAs, and InAs. As a result of thep-p hybridization
~covalent bonding! mentioned in~i!, we also find that the
valence-band offset of BAs relative to other members of
Group-III–As family is unusually high.

BAs–GaAs alloys:~i! The band-gap bowing is relativel
small (;3.5 eV) and composition independent, in sta
contrast to GaN-GaAs alloys. Because of this small bowi
the addition of BAs to GaAsincreasesthe gap, thus, unlike
nitrogen, addition of boron into GaAs or InGaAs will no
lead to the desired 1 eV material.~ii ! The lower energy
conduction-band states are ‘‘semilocalized’’ states aro
the boron atoms, e.g., the conduction-band maximum~CBM!
is strongly localized near the boron but extended at lon
distances while the VBM is completely delocalized.~iii ! The
bulk mixing enthalpy of BAs in GaAs is much lower tha
that of GaN in GaAs, indicating that the bulk solubility o
boron in Group-III–V compounds may be higher than that
nitrogen and thus higher composition ranges may be poss
with the boride alloys. These findings indicate that bor
Group-III–V alloys provide new opportunities in band-ga
engineering.

II. METHODS OF CALCULATION

A. The LAPW calculations

We used density-functional theory within the loca
density approximation~LDA !,30 as implemented by the full
potential linearized-augmented-plane waves~LAPW!
method31,32 ~WIEN97 implementation33!. The exchange-
correlation potential of Perdew and Wang was used.34 In the
calculations with less than 32 atoms, the plane-wave kine
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energy cutoff for the expansion in the interstitial region w
16 Ry ~approximately 130 basis functions per atom!. The
muffin-tin ~MT! radii were 1.65 bohr for boron and 2.2 boh
for arsenic, aluminum, gallium, and indium. In the large s
percell calculations~32 or more atoms!, a slightly smaller
plane-wave kinetic-energy cutoff of 13 Ry~approximately
120 basis functions per atom! and a larger boron MT radius
of 1.8 bohr~2.1 for arsenic, aluminum, gallium, and indium!
was used to ease the computational burden of the larger c
Our convergence studies indicate that the error in the in
vidual eigenstates is less than 5 meV for the valence
lower-conduction bands. The calculations were run until
variation in the total energy between several self-consiste
cycles was,1025 Ry. The experimental lattice constan
were used in all the calculations of the individual com
pounds. The experimental lattice constants are 4.777, 5.
5.653, and 6.058 Å for BAs, AlAs, GaAs, and InAs, respe
tively.

The k-point mesh used in the calculation of the simp
binary compounds~zincblende BAs, AlAs, GaAs, and InAs!
was a 43434 mesh of Monkhorst and Pack special poin
@10 points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zon
~BZ!#.35 The superlattice calculations for the valence-ba
offsets as well as the supercell calculations for the alloy st
ies usedk-point meshes equivalent36 to the 43434 mesh
used in the calculation of the simple zincblende binary co
pounds. Using equivalentk-point meshes is particularly im
portant for calculations such as enthalpies of formation
order to eliminate uncertainties due to the statistical error
different k-point meshes. Thus, one can use much sma
k-point meshes to achieve the required accuracies than w
otherwise be necessary.

B. Partial DOS, band characters, and valence charge density

It is useful to analyze the orbital character of differe
states. The band character~or orbital population! Ql

(a)(e,k)
is thel th angular momentum component of the charge due
wave functionc(e,k) enclosed in a sphereVMT of radius
RMT

(a) about atoma:

Ql
(a)~e,k!5E

VMT

uP̂lc~e,k,r !u2dr , ~1!

whereP̂l is an angular momemtum projection operator w
origin at sitea. Because the interstitial region outside th
muffin-tin spheres is excluded when the band characters
calculated, the muffin-tin radii were chosen to match the
tionalized tetrahedral radii of Phillips.37

The partial density-of-states~DOS! are determined by in-
tegratingQl

(a)(e,k) over all k in the BZ:

Nl
(a)~e!5E

BZ
Ql

(a)~e,k! dk. ~2!

The angular momentum decomposition of the total vale
charge can then be determined by summingNl(e) over the
valence bands:

ql
tot5E

VBmin

VBmax
Nl~e!de. ~3!
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TABLE I. Convergence test for the valence-band offsets of BAs/GaAs, BAs/AlAs, and AlAs/GaAs u
two different superlattice periods. Units are eV. Band offsets were calculated using both anion and
core states@see Eq.~6!#. Note that while for AlAs/GaAs a similar offset is obtained when either anion
cation core levels are used, for the borides only anion core levels provide a rapidly convergent band
with respect to the superlattice periodn.

Using Using Using
Superlattice 1s anion 2s anion 1s cation

(BAs)2 /(GaAs)2 0.18 0.11 0.83
(BAs)4 /(GaAs)4 0.19 0.12 0.58
(BAs)2 /(AlAs) 2 -0.38 -0.45 0.58
(BAs)4 /(AlAs) 4 -0.39 -0.47 0.17
(AlAs) 2 /(GaAs)2 0.50 0.50 0.41
(AlAs) 4 /(GaAs)4 0.51 0.51 0.47
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Valence charge densities:The charge density is con
structed from the highestNB occupied bands as

rval~r !5 (
n51

NB E
BZ

ucn,k~r !u2dk. ~4!

For plottingrval we useNB54. Thus, cationd bands are not
included in the construction.

The ‘‘valence deformation density’’Drval(r ) describes
the difference between the solid-state density and a supe
sition of densities of spherical atoms in their ground stat

Drval~r !5rval~r !2rsup~r !. ~5!

The valence charge difference is defined as the differe
between the crystal valence density~including the cationd
bands, when occupied! and a superposition of free, spheric
LDA atomic densities arranged in the configuration of t
crystal. The atomic configuration of the free atoms a
d10s2p1 for the cations ands2p3 for the anions.

C. Band offsets

The offset DEv(AX/BY) between the valence-ban
maxima of two semiconductor compoundsAX andBY form-
ing a heterostructure is calculated using a method simila
that used in photoemission spectroscopy.38

Ev~AX/BY!5DEv,C8
BY

2DEv,C
AX 1DEC,C8

AX/BY , ~6!

where

DEv,C
AX 5Ev

AX2EC
AX ,

DEv,C8
BY

5Ev
BY2EC8

AX ~7!

are the energy seperations between the core levels (C and
C8) and the valence-band maximums for the pureAX and
BY compounds. The third term in Eq.~6!,

DEC,C8
AX/BY

5EC8
BY

2EC
AX ~8!

is the difference in the core-level binding energy between
two compoundsAX and BY in the AX/BY heterojunction.
To calculate the ‘‘natural band offset,’’DEv,C

AX and DEv,C8
BY

are calculated forAX and BY at their cubic, equilibrium
lattice constants. The core-level differenceDEC,C8

AX/BY is ob-
o-

ce

e

to

e

tained from calculations of (AX)n /(BY)n superlattices in the
~001! direction. The periodn needs to be large enough s
that AX-like and BY-like properties can be identified fa
from the interface. For the core states~denotedC and C8),
we use the anion 1s states. Table I shows the dependence
the valence-band offset calculations on the period of the
perlattice and on which core states are used. Because o
large size mismatch of BAs and GaAs, at leastn54 is re-
quired to sufficiently convergeDEC,C8

AX/BY. We also find that
while a similar offset is obtained for AlAs/GaAs, when eith
anion or cation core levels are used, for the borides o
anion core levels provide a rapidly convergent band off
with respect to the superlattice periodn.

D. Alloy enthalpies of mixing, alloy bowing,
and equivalent k points

The enthalpy of mixingfor an alloyA12xBx of two com-
ponentsA andB is the difference in energy between the allo
and the weighted sum of the constituents:

DH~x!5EApBq
2@~12x!EA1xEB#, ~9!

wherex5p/(p1q). In the mixing enthalpy calculations, th
alloy lattice constanta(x) is taken as the linear average
the experimental values of the constituents. The experim
tal lattice constants of BAs and GaAs are 4.777 a
5.653 Å, respectively, whereas the calculated lattice c
stants are 4.740 and 5.615 Å. Any free internal coordina
in the alloy structure were relaxed using the quantu
mechanical forces so that residual forces on the ions w
less than 1 mRy/bohr.

The band-gap bowingparameterb defined by

Eg~x!5Ēg~x!2bx~x21!, ~10!

whereĒg(x) is the weighted linear average of the individu
band-gaps ofA and B. The bowing parameterb represents
the deviation of the band-gap from this average. Note t
although there are LDA errors in the calculated gaps of
AxB12x alloy as well as the pure constituents A and B,
lowest order, the LDA error in the bowingb cancels out.

Considering Eqs.~9! and ~10!, we see that one needs t
converge thek representation for a compoundApBq as well
as for the elemental constituentsA andB. The standard way
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of accomplishing this is to increase the number ofk points in
all three systems until convergence is obtained. The dis
vantage of this approach is that it requiresabsolute k-point
convergence forA andB, and separately forApBq . A better
approach is to take advantage ofrelative k-point
convergence.36 The idea is to sample the Brillouin zon
equivalentlyfor A, B andApBq . This could be done by con
sideringApAq , BpBq , andApBq as isostructural solids an
sampling the Brillouin zone of each equally. Then, any re
tive k-point sampling error cancels out. This is called t
method of equivalent k points.36 In practice, one does no
have to calculateApAq andBpBq but instead can calculateA
andB in their primitive unit cells using suitably folded-ink
points. Equivalentk points for the unit cells in this paper ar
given in Table II.

E. Choice of supercells

The calculations ofDH @Eq. ~9!# andb @Eq. ~10!# require
supercells. We use B1Ga7As8 , B1Ga15As16, B1Ga31As32,
and B2Ga30As32. The lattice vectors defining the superce
are given in Table II. The SQS16 supercell is a ‘‘spec
quasirandom structure’’—a periodic structure with a rath
small unit cell whose lattice sites are occupied byA and B
atoms so as to mimic the atom-atom correlation functions
much largerA12xBx supercells with random occupations.39

In the calculations for the band-gap bowing
BxGa12xAs alloys, 64 atom, simple-cubic unit cells we
used for both the 3% and 6% boron alloys. In the case of
3% alloy, there is one boron atom in the supercell, but for
6% alloy, there are two boron atoms in the supercell. For
case, the band-gap was determined by taking the weig
average of the gaps for the 5 symmetrically inequivalent c
figurations~given in Table III! of two boron atoms in the
64-atom supercell. These five pairs are the first throu
fourth neighbor pairs in an fcc lattice, as well as the six
neighbor. ~In the 64-atom cell, the fifth fcc neighbor i
equivalent to the first.! Using the same 64-atom unit cell fo
the alloys in the bowing calculations eliminated band-g
differences that can occur due to thek-point folding relations
of different supercells, as discussed by Bellaicheet al. in
Ref. 28.

F. Valence force field model

In two cases, the total energies or the internal structu
parameters were determined using a classical force
model. This generalized valence force field model40,41 ~VFF!
consists of bond-stretching, bond-bending, and bend
stretching springs with force constantss, b, ands, respec-
tively. The force constants and the equilibrium~no force!
bond lengths are given in Table IV. The two cases where
VFF model was used are:

~1! The VFF model was used to model the mixing enth
pies of boron or nitrogen in GaAs in the regime of very lo
concentrations~Sec. V C!. Because well-tested force con
stants exist for the ‘‘conventional’’ VFF model (a, b; no s)
for the case of GaAs/GaN, we also used a two-param
(s50) model for BAs/GaAs for the sake of consisten
with previous calculations. The parameters for BAs/Ga
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were tested by comparing the enthalpies of formation
structures at higher concentrations calculated using first p
ciples, as given in Table V.

~2! Full relaxation using first-principles’ forces of all 64
atom supercells used in the band-gap bowing calculati
reported in Sec. V B is computationally prohibitive so th
generalized41 VFF model was used to determine internal c
ordinates. In one case (B1Ga31As32), the VFF- and LAPW-
determined coordinates were compared and found to be
similar. The average difference between the two methods
the Ga-As bonds was,0.005 a.u. (0.1%). The largest dis
crepency was near the boron site where the VFF predic
B-As bond length that is 0.01 a.u.~1.5%! shorter than the
LAPW bond length. Using the VFF-determined internal c
ordinates of the supercell would be acceptably accurate o
if the band-gap is very close to that when the first-principl
coordinates are used. In the case of the BGa31As32 supercell
just mentioned, the band-gap difference was only 10 m
justifying the use of the VFF.

III. BAs AND THE III-As FAMILY

A. Expectations from atomic physics

The LDA valence orbital energies for the first four el
ments of column III are plotted in Fig. 1. The lower value
the atomicp states of B relative to the atomicp states for Al,
Ga, and In~which are all quite similar! are notable. This
lower value can be understood from the fact that, as a
row element, the 2p states in B need not be orthogonal
lower p states. In general, the cations energy should increas
going down the column but there is a kink when movi
from Al to Ga due to the introduction of imperfectl
screenedd states in Ga. The fact that thep states in B lie
lower in energy, and hence closer to the As 4p states, will
lead to a much stronger hybridization ofp-like states in BAs
relative to the other Group-III-As systems.

The consequence of this is shown in Fig. 2 which sho
the total valence charge,ql

tot of angular momentuml @Eq.
~3!#, enclosed in spheres having the tetrahedral radii
Phillips.37 It is clear that the occupation of the B and A
p-like states in BAs is much higher than in the other syste
~indicating thatp-p hybridization is much more pronounce
in BAs! and also that there is more charge around the bo
than the other cations. Thus, the distinction between ‘‘c
ion’’ and ‘‘anion’’ is not so clear cut in BAs, where both
atoms share similar charge. This is also reflected in the r
tive ionicities in the group. According to the Phillips scale42

the relative ionicities are 0.002, 0.274, 0.310, and 0.357
BAs, AlAs, GaAs, and InAs, respectively. As a result of th
relative ionicities, the bonding in BAs is almost complete
covalent whereas the other three members of the group h
a significant ionic component that increases in the or
AlAs→GaAs→InAs. We will see next how these expect
tions are reflected in the electronic structure of BAs.

B. Energy bands, band characters, and densities-of-states
in zincblende BAs

The energy bands of zincblende BAs are shown in Fig
Calculated band energies at high-symmetry points are g
in Table VI.34,24 As others have shown previously,13,24,19,23
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TABLE II. Definition of the supercells used in this study and equivalentk points. Lattice vectors are given
in units of a0 and equivalentk points are given as fractions of the reciprocal lattice vectors.

System Lattice vectors Equivalentk points Relative weight

AC, BC zincblende ~1/2, 1/2, 0! ~0, 0, 1/8! 1

~1/2, 0, 1/2! ~0, 0, 3/8! 1

~0, 1/2, 1/2! ~0, 1/8, 3/4! 3

~0, 1/8, 1/4! 3

~0, 1/8, 1/2! 3

~0, 1/4, 5/8! 3

~1/8, 1/4, 1/2! 6

~0, 1/4, 3/8! 3

~0, 3/8, 1/2! 3

~1/8, 3/8, 5/8! 6

(AC)1 /(BC)1 ~100! superlattice ~1/2, 1/2, 0! ~0, 1/8, 1/8! 1

~1/2, -1/2, 0! ~0, 1/8, 3/8! 1

~0, 0, 1! ~0, 3/8, 1/8! 1

~0, 3/8, 3/8! 1

~1/8, 1/4, 1/8! 2

~1/8, 1/4, 3/8! 2

~1/8, 1/2, 1/8! 1

~1/8, 1/2, 3/8! 1

~1/4, 3/8, 1/8! 2

~1/4, 3/8, 3/8! 2

~3/8, 1/2, 1/8! 1

~3/8, 1/2, 3/8! 1

(AC)2 /(BC)2 ~100! superlattice ~1/2, 1/2, 0! ~0, 1/8, 1/4! 1

~1/2, -1/2, 0! ~0, 3/8, 1/4! 1

~0, 0, 2! ~1/8, 1/4, 1/4! 2

~1/8, 1/2, 1/4! 1

~1/4, 3/8, 1/4! 2

~3/8, 1/2, 1/4! 1

(AC)4 /(BC)4 ~100! superlattice ~1/2, 1/2, 0! ~0, 1/8, 1/2! 1

~1/2, -1/2, 0! ~0, 3/8, 1/2! 1

~0, 0, 4! ~1/8, 1/4, 1/2! 2

~1/8, 1/2, 1/2! 1

~1/4, 3/8, 1/2! 2

~3/8, 1/2, 1/2! 1

A1B7C8 fcc supercell ~1, 1, 0! ~0, 0, 1/4! 1

~1, 0, 1! ~0, 1/4, 1/2! 3

~0, 1, 1!

A1B15C16 bcc supercell ~1, 1, -1! ~1/8, 1/8, 1/8! 1

~1, -1, 1! ~1/8, 5/8, 5/8! 1

~-1, 1, 1!

A1B31C32 simple cubic supercell ~2, 0, 0! ~1/4, 1/4, 1/4! 1

~0, 2, 0!

~0, 0, 2!

A8B8C16 SQS16 ~1, -1, 2! ~0, 1/2, 0! 1

~1, -1 -2! ~1/2, 0, 0! 1

~1/2, 1/2, 0! ~1/4, 3/4, 1/8! 4

~0, 1/2, 1/4! 2

~1/2, 0, 1/4! 2

~1/4, 3/4, 3/8! 4

~0, 1/2, 1/2! 1

~1/2, 0, 1/2! 1
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the band gap of BAs is indirect; the CBM is along theD line
between the G and X points—at approximately
0.82(1,0,0)2p/a. An unusual feature of the band structure
the character of the CBM atG. In BAs, the CBM is thep-like
G7c state (G15c if spin-orbit interaction not included!. Only
the semiconductors silicon and BP share this feature. In m
semiconductors, the lowest state atG is the singly degenerat
s-like state. The origins of this feature of the BAs band stru
ture can be understood in the context of the tight-bind
model of Harrison.43 According to this model, the bondin
(G15v) and antibonding (G15c) p states atG are given by

E~G15!5
«p

c1«p
a

2
6AS «p

c2«p
a

2
D 2

1~4Epp!
2, ~11!

where «p
c and «p

a are thep atomic orbital energies for the
cation ~c! and the anion~a! and the interatomic termEpp is
proportional to 1/dbond

2 wheredbond is the bond length. The
bonding (G1v) and antibonding (G1c) s states atG are given
by

E~G1!5
«s

c1«s
a

2
6AS «s

c2«s
a

2
D 2

1~4Ess!
2, ~12!

where «s
c and «s

a are thes atomic orbital energies for the
cation ~c! and the anion~a! and the interatomic termEss is
again proportional to 1/dbond

2 . A schematic diagram of the
BAs energy levels in this model is shown in Fig. 4~a!.

The reversal of the conduction-band states in the B
band structure relative to other Group-III–V compounds i
result of two effects: ~i! a small G15v–G15c bonding/
antibonding repulsion due to the smallEpp , as described by
Eq. ~11!, and~ii ! a largeG1v–G1c repulsion due to the sma

TABLE III. All possible pair configurations in the 64-atom cell.

Shell number Lattice vector Number of
(nth fcc neighbor! @u,v,w# ~unit a0/2) equivalent pairs

1 @0,1,1# 12
2 @2,0,0# 3
3 @2,1,1# 12
4 @2,2,0# 3
6 @2,2,2# 1

TABLE IV. Parameters used in the VFF model.dbond
0 is the

equilibrium~unstretched! bond length,a is the bond-stretch term,b
is the bond-bending term, ands is the stretching-bending term. Th
units of a, b, ands are 103 dyne.

System dbond
0 (Å) a b s

For band-gap bowing
BAs 2.0685 76.26 19.12 -9.12
GaAs 2.4480 32.15 9.37 -4.10
For mixing enthalpy
BAs 2.0685 76.26 22.2
GaAs 2.4480 41.19 8.94
GaN 1.9520 96.30 14.8
st

-
g

s
a

(«s
B2«s

As)2, as described by Eq.~12!. As is evident from Fig.
4, a small G15v–G15c bonding/antibonding repulsion wil
lower the G15c state and a largeG1v–G1c bonding/
antibonding repulsion will raise theG1c. In BAs these two
effects are enough to reverse the ordering of theG15c andG1c
states.

TABLE V. Enthalpies of formation~LDA and VFF! of ordered
~001! superlattices of BAs/GaAs and the mixing enthalpies
BxGa12xAs random alloys@Eq. ~9!#. All the DH values are positive.

Boron
DH

~meV/atom!
DH

~meV/atom!

System concentration ~LAPW! ~VFF!

Ordered superlattices:
(BAs)1 /(GaAs)1 ~001! 50% 186 193
(BAs)2 /(GaAs)2 ~001! 50% 171 192
(BAs)4 /(GaAs)4 ~001! 50% 161 191
(BAs)` /(GaAs)̀ ~001! 50% 148
(BAs)1 /(GaAs)3 ~001! 25% 132 174

Random alloys:
BGa7As8 ~fcc! 12.5% 73 79
BGa15As16 ~bcc! 6.25% 22 30
BGa31As32 ~simple cubic! 3.13% 9.5 16

TABLE VI. Comparison of BAs band energies for LDA an
GW ~Ref. 24!. Two LDA values are given: all-electron LAPW val
ues from this paper and pseudopotential plane-wave~PP! values
~Ref. 24!. All the calculations used the experimental lattice const
of 4.777 Å. The exchange-correlation potential used in the PP
culations was not reported. For our LAPW calculations, t
exchange-correlation of Perdew and Wang~Ref. 34! was used~see
Sec. II for details.!

LDA-PP ~eV! LDA-LAPW ~eV! GW ~eV!

G6c 4.5 4.57 5.5
G8c(32) 3.3 3.26 4.2
G7c 3.1 3.05 4.0
G8v(32) 0.00 0.00 0.00
G7v -0.22 -0.21 -0.22
G6v -15.5 -15.46 -16.7
X6c 11.4 11.27 13.1
X7c 11.2 11.13 12.9
X6c 1.38 1.274 1.86
X7c 1.36 1.359 1.93
X6v -4.1 -4.07 -4.5
X7v -4.2 -4.21 -4.6
X7v -8.6 -8.49 -9.5
X6v -11.3 -11.35 -12.2
L6c 8.8 8.65 9.8
L4,5c 4.8 4.74 5.7
L6c 4.7 4.66 5.6
L6c 2.6 2.60 3.3
L4,5v -1.8 -1.81 -2.0
L6v -1.9 -1.96 -2.1
L6v -8.8 -8.82 -9.7
L6v -12.6 -12.62 -13.6
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13 528 PRB 62GUS L. W. HART AND ALEX ZUNGER
The largeG1v–G1c bonding/antibonding difference is du
to the largeEss due to the short bond length in BAs. Empir
cal tight binding has also shown that theG1v–G1c repulsion
is much more pronounced in BN, BP, and BAs than in ot
Group-III–V’s.23 The smallG15v–G15c bonding/antibonding
repulsion is due to the small differences in thep atomic
orbitals of the boron and arsenic, as shown in Fig. 1. Tha
the first term under the radical in Eq.~11! is small relative to
other Group-III–V’s.

The strong hybridization of the B and Asp states is vis-
ible in the partial densities-of-states plot@Eq. ~2!# in Fig. 5

FIG. 1. Atomic s and p orbital energies in column III of the
Periodic Table. Calculated fully relativistically within the loca
density approximation.

FIG. 2. Total valence charge@Eq. ~4!# enclosed in spheres hav
ing the tetrahedral radii of Phillips~Ref. 37!: boron 0.853 Å, alu-
minum 1.230 Å, gallium and arsenic 1.225 Å, and indiu
1.405 Å.
r

s,

and band character plots in Fig. 6@Eq. ~1!# where the width
of the lines indicates the amount of the character indicate
the plot label. From these plots, one can see that thes band
of arsenic between212 and216 eV is distinct and has
very little mixing with other states. This is similar to th
other three Group-III–As systems, although in the case
BAs the arsenics band is wider and somewhat lower i
energy. Two unique features of the BAs DOS compared
other Group-III–V semiconductors is the pronounced bo
p character at the VBM and anionp character at the CBM.
The strongerp-p hybridization in BAs relative to the rest o
the Group-III-As is due to the proximity of the orbital ene
gies of B and As and the short bond length in the compou

C. Trends in band-gap and intervalley energy differences
along the Group-III –As family

Figure 7 shows the LDA-calculated vs experimental ba
gaps for the Group-III–As family,MAs(M5B,Al,Ga,In).
For all but BAs, LDA energy band-gaps are taken from t
LAPW calculations reported in Ref. 44. Experimental ban
gaps are from Ref. 45. For BAs, for which no reliable e
perimental data exists, we used theGW band-gap from Ref.
24. Because of the unusual ordering of the conduction ba
in BAs, the direct gap is not theG15v→G1c gap but the
G15v→G15c gaps. The figures show theG15v→G1c gaps
~which are the direct gaps in AlAs, GaAs, and InAs!. We
find in Fig. 7 that the LDA vs experimentalG15v→G1c and
the G15v→Lc gaps lie almost on a straight line. The LD
error of these gaps in the Group-III–As family is approx
mately constant, even for BAs. For theG15v→G1c gaps, the
magnitude of the error is;1 –1.5 eV. For theG15v→Lc
gaps, the magnitude of the error is;0.7–1.1 eV. The ex-
perimentalG15v→Xc gaps only vary by;0.5 eV through
the series and corresponding LDA gaps are nearly identi
resulting in a tight clustering of theG15v→Xc points in
Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8~a!, we show theG15v→G1c, G15v→Lc , and
G15v→Xc gaps for the Group-III–As family. We see:~i! the
ordering of the conduction-band states in BAs and AlAs
X1c,L1c,G1c whereas~ii ! the ordering isG1c,L1c,X1c

FIG. 3. Relativistic energy-band structure of BAs. The VBM
taken to be zero and the lattice constant is 4.777 Å.
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PRB 62 13 529ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF BAs AND BORIDE III- . . .
for GaAs and InAs,~iii ! the X1c and L1c states are closely
spaced in AlAs and GaAs,~iv! BAs is ‘‘strongly indirect’’;
L1c andG1c are far above the CBM~which is close toX1c),
and ~v! a crossing of the lowestX and L conduction states
occurs between AlAs and GaAs, but theG15v→G1c gaps de-
crease so rapidly in the series that theG1c states lie below the
L1c in GaAs and InAs, and thus these two members of
family are direct band-gap materials~whereas BAs and AlAs
are indirectX gap materials!.

Figure 8~b! shows the conduction-band intervalley diffe
ences G1c→Xc and G1c→L1c. Both differences show a
smoothly decreasing trend from AlAs to GaAs to InAs, b
an anomalously large decrease from BAs to AlAs. Aga
this is a result of the enhanceds–s repulsion in BAs. Be-

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of energy levels in the Group-III–
series.~a! Schematic diagram of energy levels in zincblende B
and their atomic origins. Because the B-p–As-p orbital energy dif-
ference is small relative to other Group-III–V compounds and
B-s–As-s orbital energy difference is large, thep-like G15c

conduction-band state isbelowthes-like G1c conduction-band state
This ordering of the lower conduction-band states is unusual
Group-III–V compounds and is reminiscent of silicon.~b! Sche-
matic diagram of the effects ofp-d coupling on the VBM in AlAs,
GaAs, and InAs. The VBM is driven up by the coupling of th
3d(4d) states in GaAs~InAs! and the As 4p-like VBM, but in
AlAs, this p-d repulsion drives the VBM down.
e

t
,

cause theG1c state has much mores character than either th
lowest X and L conduction states~see Fig. 6!, the effect of
the s–s repulsion is greater for theG1c than for these other
two states, driving it up relative to them. This effect is mo
pronounced for theG1c→Xc difference because the lowestX
conduction state has lesss character than the lowestL con-
duction state.

D. Charge density and ionicity trends
in the Group-III-As family

The valence charge density@upper four bands,d bands not
included; Eq.~4!# in the ~110! plane is shown for the four
members of the Group-III-As family in Fig. 9. We see th
the charge densities of AlAs, GaAs, and InAs are dra
towards the anion and exhibit a ‘‘single hump’’ in the bon
charge.~The relative shifts in the bond charge,dmax/dbond,
are ;0.68 for AlAs and GaAs, and;0.71 for InAs.! The
relative shift of charge towards the anion~As! is due to the
difference in electronegativity of the anion and the cati
and reflects the partially ionic nature of the bond. In contra
because of the almost entirely covalent nature of the bond
in the BAs system, in this system the charge density featu
a ‘‘double hump’’ bond similar to the bond charges in di
mond C and Si.46,47 A similar analysis of the charge densit
of BAs was reported earlier by Wentzcovitch and Cohen20

We see that BAs is unique in the Group-III-As family in th
the bonding is very covalent. This is evidenced by the
ceptionally strong hybridization ofp states from the anion
and cation~see Figs. 2, 5, and 6! and the significant bonding
charge visible in the valence charge density, which is sim
to the bonding charge in diamond C and Si.

It is interesting to note that, in contrast to AlAs, GaA
and InAs where charge is drawn towards the anion,
nearly symmetric bond charge distribution shown in the
lence charge plot of BAs is not centered exactly around
bond center but is actually drawn slightly toward thecation

e

r

FIG. 5. Partial and total densities-of-states for BAs@Eq. ~2!#
inside muffin-tin spheres with radii 0.853 Å for boron an
1.225 Å for arsenic~Ref. 37!. Note the strong mixing of B and As
p states. Figure 2 shows a quantitative measure of thep-p mixing in
each of the Group-III–As compounds.
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FIG. 6. Band characters o
BAs @Eq. ~1!# plotted as a function
of k. The thickness of the lines de
notes a relative amount of a give
character. The B and Asp states
are stongly mixed at both the
VBM and the CBM whereas the
As s band is distinct. There is
some mixing of Asp and B s
states in the bottom of thep-p hy-
bridized bands.
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B. ~The distance between the bond center and the boron
sition is about 45% of the total bond length.! This would
indicate that whatever small ionic component exists in B
results not from charge transfer towards theanion but from
charge transfer towards thecation B. Further evidence of an
ionic component in BAs where the boron atom acts as
anion is shown in the valence charge difference plots@Eq.
~5!# in Fig. 10. In AlAs, GaAs, and InAs, the maximum
~marked as a cross! in Drval occurs closer to the As anio
than to the cation, consistent with the reported ioniciti
However, in BAs, the maximum inDrval occurs closer to the
B atom. In addition, the positive region around the B atom
Drval , which does not occur for the other members of t
Group-III–As family, is further indication of a slight ionic
component in BAs where B plays the role of theanionrather
than the cation. This reversal of the cation and anion role
BAs ~and in BP! is predicted by the Phillips scale o
electronegativities42 and has been discussed previously
Wentzcovitch and Cohen.20

IV. BAND OFFSETS: BAsÕGaAsÕAlAs

The offset DEv(AX/BY) between the valence-ban
maxima of two semiconductor compoundsAX andBY form-
ing a heterostructure is one of the most important parame
in interfacial structures deciding both transport and quan
confinement. The results for the natural~unstrained! band
offsets@Eq. ~6!# for BAs/GaAs and BAs/AlAs are plotted in
Fig. 11. Theconduction-band offsets shown in the figure a
determined by adding the experimental gaps to the calcul
valence-band offsets. The natural band offset for AlAs/Ga
has been computed previously48 and has been included he
to contrast the offset behavior of ‘‘typical’’ heterojunction
o-

s

e

.

e

in

rs
m

ed
s

and those of heterojunctions with BAs.
The ordering of the VBM of BAs in the Group-III-As is

somewhat surprising. Because the VBM decreases system
cally in the order InAs→GaAs→AlAs @Fig. 11~b!#, one
might expect that the VBM of BAs would liebelow AlAs,
but in fact, the VBM of BAs is above AlAs, nearly as high a
GaAs. The ordering of the VBMs for InAs, GaAs, and AlA
can be understood qualitatively using a tight-binding arg
ment analogous to Eq.~11! for G15c when a p-d term is
added. The effects of this additional term are indicated sc
matically in Fig. 4~b!. The ordering of the VBM’s is as fol-
lows:

InAs relative to GaAs:Two effects account for the
slightly higher VBM of InAs relative to that of GaAs.49 ~i!
InAs has a longer bond length than GaAs. This reducesEpp
of Eq. ~11! and tends to drive theG15v VBM up relative to
GaAs.~ii ! In tetrahedral symmetry, the cationd and anionp
states share the sameG15 symmetry and hence can intera
through the potential matrix element̂fcation

d uVufanion
p &

5Edp . The mostly anionp-like VBM is repelled upwards by
the Ga/Ind states by an amountEdp

2 /(«p
anion2«d

cation). This
p-d repulsion49,48 is slightly stronger in InAs where the ca
ion 4d states are shallower and less localized than the Gad
state, as shown schematically in Fig. 4~b!.

GaAs relative to AlAs:The difference between the VBM
of GaAs and AlAs can also be understood in terms of t
p-d repulsion effect. In GaAs, the deep galliumd states
couple to the arsenicp states, driving the VBM up, but in
AlAs, there are no aluminumd states below the VBM. In-
stead, the interaction of the arsenicp states at the VBM and
theunoccupiedaluminumd statesabovethe VBM drives the
AlAs VBM down. Thus,p-d repulsion has the opposite e
fect on the VBM in GaAs and AlAs@Fig. 4~b!#.
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AlAs relative to BAs:Two effects increase the VBM o
BAs relative to the VBM of AlAs.~i! Because the unoccu
pied d states in BAs lie very high in energy relative to th
VBM, the p-d repulsion effect that drives the VBM down i
AlAs is weaker in BAs.~ii ! The more important effect is th
unusual character of the VBM in BAs. In the rest of th
Group-III-As family, the character of the VBM is primarily
anionp-like, but in BAs the bonding is much more covale
and the VBM comes from both the anion and the cation~Fig.
6!. Since the cationp levels are higher in energy than the A
p levels ~Fig. 1!, any admixture of cationp character pulls
the VBM up. These two effects, lack ofp-d repulsion and
strong hybridization of the cationp character into the VBM,
account for the high VBM of BAs relative to AlAs.

GaAs relative to BAs:While the VBM of BAs and GaAs
both lie above that of AlAs for the reasons given above,
VBM of BAs lies only slightly below that of GaAs despit
the much smaller lattice constant (;17% mismatch! and the
lack of p-d repulsion. This is due to the unusual cationp
hybridization into the VBM of BAs, which raises the VBM
by several tenths of an eV.

Finally, we note that the transitivity among the band o
sets of BAs/AlAs/GaAs is similar to other compounds whe
the lattice mismatches are not as large. By transitivity
mean that the band offsetDEv(A/C) between two com-
poundsA andC is well approximated as the sum of the ba
offsets between compoundsA and B and between com
poundsB andC, i.e.,

DEv~GaAs/BAs!>DEv~BAs/AlAs!

1DEv~AlAs/GaAs!. ~13!

FIG. 7. Trends in the LDA vs experimental band-gaps of
Group-III-As family. For theG15v→G1c and theG15v→Lc gaps, the
errors are nearly constant. The LDA errors are;1 –1.5 eV and
;0.7–1.1 eV for theG15v→G1c and theG15v→Lc gaps, respec-
tively.
e

e

In this case,DEv(GaAs/BAs) calculated directly, yields 0.1
eV butDEv(BAs/AlAs)1DEv(AlAs/GaAs) yields 0.12 eV,
a nontransitivity difference of 0.07 eV.

V. BAs-GaAs ALLOYS

A. Bond lengths and bond angles in the alloys

Interest in BAs-GaAs alloys centers around the hope t
boron will modify the GaAs band-gap similarly to nitroge
without the adverse effect50 of introducing localized states
that reduce carrier diffusion length. We know from th
theory of Group-III–V alloys29,51 that the optical properties
are decided by both the atomic relaxation and by cha
transfer. Thus, we first study the bond relaxation aroun
boron substitutional impurity.

The bond lengths and angles in the~110! plane of GaAs
with ;3% boron substitution (B1Ga31As32 supercell! are
shown in Fig. 12. Bond lengths are shown as a percentag
the pure bulk GaAs bond length, except for the B-As bon
where the values indicate a percentage of the pure bulk B
bond length. The numbers that lie between a triplet of ato
indicate the bond angle between the three atoms as a per
age of the ideal bond angle in the zincblende structure
109.47°. The rectangle represents the supercell bound
We note several observations:

~i! Bond angles near boron increase by up to 5% fr
their ideal value. This helps accommodate the Ga-As
B-As alloy bonds~hereafterRGaAsandRBAs , respectively! to
keep the bond lengths close to their ideal values,RBAs

0 and
RGaAs

0 in the pure binary compounds.

FIG. 8. Trends in the intervalley energy seperations of
Group-III-As family. Note the crossing of theG15v→Xc gaps and
theG15v→G1c gaps between AlAs and GaAs. Thus, GaAs and In
are direct gap materials whereas BAs and AlAs are indirectX gap
materials.
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~ii ! The B-As bond decreases from the GaAs value
wards the BAs value and ends up only 4% higher than
value for pure BAs.

~iii ! The average bond length relaxation parameter52

e5@RGaAs~x!2RBAs~x!#/@RGaAs
0 2RBAs

0 # ~14!

is 0.76. (e50 when there is no relaxation and 1 when t
relaxation is full.! Thus, assumingRBAs to be Vegard-like~as
in the virtual crystal approximation! overestimates the bon
length by;13%.

We also modeled a 50%-50% random alloy using a
atom special quasirandom structure~SQS16 in Table II!.39

We found that the distribution of the bond lengths has
expected bimodal form for a random binary alloy,53 and the
B-As bonds are generally larger than the ideal B-As bo
length while the Ga-As bond lengths are smaller than
ideal Ga-As bond length.

B. Bowing in the dilute alloy

Both measurements and calculations indicate that,
isovalent semiconductor alloys, the deviation of the band

FIG. 9. Valence charge densitiesrval @Eq. ~4!# for the Group-
III-As family, excluding the cation and aniond states. The contou
plots use the same scale as the corresponding line plots. The
tour spacing is 2 e/cell. The range of the line plots is from o
tetrahedral interstitial site, through the bond, and to the neighbo
tetrahedral interstitial site. Note the striking asymmetry of the bo
ing charge for the three systems AlAs, GaAs, and InAs, while
bond charge in BAs reveals a covalent, double-hump feature sim
to that found in diamond C, Si, or Ge.
-
e

-

e

d
e

r
p

DEg(x), from the average band gapĒg(x), of the constitu-
ents is often well described by a quadratic term,29,51,54,55

DEg~x!5bx~x21!.

For typical semiconductor alloys, the bowing parameterb is
normally less than 1 eV and is independent45 of the concen-
tration x. However, in GaAs12xNx alloys, where the lattice
mismatch is large and the bond strength differences are
nificant, the bowing parameter is strongly compositi
dependent56 and can be as large as 20 eV. Due to the la
lattice mismatch of BAs and GaAs and the strong B-
bonds, one might expect that BxGa12xAs alloys would also
show such large and composition-dependent bowing.
calculated theG15v→G1c gaps in the experimentally relevan
composition range of 0%–10%. The bowing was calcula
using 64-atom supercells, as described in Sec. II. In
composition range, the directG15v→G1c gap is the smalles
gap. The bowing was calculated using the LDAG15v→G1c
gaps of BAs, GaAs~4.64 and 0.28 eV, respectively! and the
LDA gaps at two alloy compositions, 3% and 6%. At the 3
composition, the bowing isb53.4 eV and at 6% the bowing
is b53.6 eV. Thus, the band-gap bowing is;3.5 eV and
relatively composition independent in this compositi
range. A recent experimental study,18 estimated the bowing
to beb51.660.3 or 2.360.3 usingtheoretical estimatesfor
the direct gap of cubic BAs of 3.56~Ref. 19! and 4.23.22

However, because of the LDA error in the band gaps~see
Fig. 7!, these estimated band-gaps are too small, and t
the bowing is underestimated. Because the LDA errors
the band-gaps are approximately constant for the Gro
III–As series, the bowing can be reliably calculated ifall the
points (EA , EB , and EA12xBx

) are taken consistently from
LDA calculations~as we did! because only the relative va
ues are important. For computing the band gap bowing fr

on-
e
g
-
e
ar

FIG. 10. Deformation densityDrval (rval
solid2rval

atom) plots for the
Group-III-As family in the ~110! plane. Contours marked with
dashed lines correspond to negative values ofDrval . The units are
e/Å3 and the contour spacing is 0.02. The maxima are marked
crosses. To determineDrval , the overlapping charge densities o
free atoms are subtracted from the self-consistent charge dens
the solid. The atomic configurations for the free atoms ared10s2p1

and s2p3 for the cations and anions, respectively. Thed bands of
the cations, but not of the anions, are included in the valence ba
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experimental alloy data, theGW estimate of the BAs direc
band gap~5.5 eV!,24 which corrects LDA errors, is a mor
appropriate value to use to calculate the bowing. Using
experimental alloy data from Ref. 18, theGW-estimated
band-gap for BAs~5.5 eV!, and the experimental value o
1.42 eV for GaAs, Geisz estimates57 the revised bowing pa
rameter to be;3.5 eV in excellent agreement with the th
oretical prediction.

The bowing of BxGa12xAs is much smaller than the bow
ing for GaAs12xNx alloys in the same range. Accordingl
we predict that addition of boron to GaAs willraise the gap.
For example, the predicted gaps for 2%, 3%, 5%, or 1
concentrations of boron, the band-gaps would be 1.43, 1
1.46, and 1.51 eV, respectively. Thus, the addition of bo
to GaAs will not lead to a 1-eV-gap alloy as seen with
trogen addition. We also find that the bowing is composit
independent. This implies that the effects of boron on
band-gap in GaAs are much less pronounced than thos

FIG. 11. Valence- and conduction-band offsets~in eV! for BAs/
GaAs/AlAs and for the Group-III-As family. The valence-band o
sets are calculated directly using Eq.~6!. The conduction-band off-
sets are obtained by adding the experimental band-gap values t
valence-band offsets. Part~a! shows both the valence-band an
conduction-band offsets for BAs/AlAs, AlAs/GaAs, and GaA
BAs. Both the directG15c gap ~solid line! and theX1c gap ~dotted
line! are shown. The height of the BAs VBM was determined
averaging the valence-band offsets of BAs with respect to AlAs
GaAs. Part~b! shows the valence-band offsets in the Group-III–
family. Surprisingly, the VBM of BAs is found to be above that
AlAs and not very far below that of GaAs.
e

4,
n

n
e
of

nitrogen. This is not completely unexpected, however, a
has been previously observed that the bowing is smalle
mixed cation systems than in mixed anion systems.29

We have also calculated the band-gap of the BGa2
CuPt-ordered compound finding that it is 0.12 eV below t
50%–50% random alloy modeled via the SQS16.

C. Enthalpy of mixing and stability of superlattices

Table V gives the formation enthalpies@Eq. ~9!# for ~001!
ordered superlatticesof BAs/GaAs and the mixing enthalp
ies of BxGa12xAs random alloys. The formation energy of
ordered superlattices of orientationĜ and periodn is

DH~n,Ĝ!5E~AnBn ;Ĝ!2 1
2 ~EA1EB! ~15!

and can be seperated into two contributions:58 ~i! The con-
situent strain energy, i.e., the energy of the infinite per
superlattice. This is the strain energy associated with defo

the

d

FIG. 12. Bond lengths and angles in BGa31As32 in the ~110!
plane. Bond lengths are shown as a percentage of the ideal G
bond length, except for the B-As bonds where the values indica
percentage of the ideal BAs bond length. The numbers that
between a triplet of atoms indicate the bond angle between the t
atoms as a percentage of the ideal bond angle in the zincble
structure of 109.47°. The rectangle represents the supe
boundary.

FIG. 13. Calculated VFF mixing enthalpies for dilut
GaAs12xNx alloys and dilute BxGa12xAs alloys. The mixing en-
thalpy is substantially smaller for boron alloys.
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FIG. 14. ~Color! Isosurfaces of the wave
function squared for a single impurity and for
fourth nearest-neighbor pair. Boron atoms a
red, gallium black, and arsenic yellow. The iso
surface value~blue! is 0.01 e/Å3. In both cases,
the VBM states are completely delocalized a
are primarily As derived. The lower conduction
band states are strongly concentrated around
boron atoms.
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ing pureA and pureB into the in-plane lattice constantā of
the superlattice, and relaxing them in the directionĜ. ~ii !
The interfacial energy, i.e., the difference betweenDH(n,Ĝ)
and the consituent strain energy, is defined by

DH~n,Ĝ!5
2I ~n,Ĝ!

n
1DECS~ ā,Ĝ!. ~16!

We calculatedDECS(ā,Ĝ) for BAs and GaAs, deformed to
the average lattice constantā along Ĝ5(001). This gave
148 meV/atom. FromDH(n,Ĝ5001) of Table V andDECS
we calculated the interfacial energyI for n51, 2, and 4. We
found I 519, 23, and 26 meV, respectively. While a larg
superlattice periodn would be required to determine the co
verged value ofI, we see that the BAs-GaAs interface
repulsive. This is whyDH(n,Ĝ) of Table V decreaseswith
n: largern reduces theproportional effect of the interfacial
repulsion.
So far we dealt with~001! superlattices. The CuPt-like
monolayer (BAs)1 /(GaAs)1 ~111! is particularly interesting
since in other Group-III–V alloys~e.g., GaInP2) it appears
as a spontaneously ordered stucture during alloying.59 We
find a very highDH(CuPt) of 108 eV/atom, suggesting the
modynamic instability.

For the random alloys in Table V, all of the excess e
thalpies are positive. We compare the mixing enthaplies
obtained by the LDA~which includes both size-mismatched
induced strain effects and charge-transfer ‘‘chemical’’
fects! and the valence force field~VFF! method~which in-
cludes only strain effects!. The trends and magnitudes a
similar, showing that the strain effects dominateDH. In Fig.
13 we compare the VFF-calculated mixing enthalpy of nit
gen in GaAs and contrast it with that of boron in GaA
showing that the mixing enthalpy of GaAs12xNx alloys is
much higher than for BxGa12xAs alloys. These results indi
cate that it may be easier to alloy boron with GaAs. Th
implies that the range ofbulk BxGa12xAs alloy compositions
could be substantially larger than for the nitride allo
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GaAs12xNx . In epitaxialgrowth experiments, the alloy solu
bility can dramatically exceed that inbulk experiments for
reasons explained in Ref. 60.

D. Quasilocalized electronic states

We find that the incorporation of boron into the GaA
host material has little effect on the state at the VBM but t
the lower conduction-band states are strongly peturbed.
square of the wave functions for the VBM and the lowe
two conduction-band states for isolated boron in GaAs
shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 14. The first colum
shows the states for an isolated boron atom in the center
supercell of GaAs. The VBM is completely delocalized a
looks very much like the VBM state of pure GaAs except
a region near boron impurity where the wave function
extended towards the boron atom. This distortion is precis
what one would expect based on the strong coupling of
ron p and arsenicp states at the VBM in BAs, as discussed
Secs. III B and III D. In contrast to the VBM, the CBM sta
shows a significant localizationaround the boron atom. The
CBM shows long-rangedelocalization, but the majority o
the wave function is concentrated near the boron atom.
the second lowest conduction-band state (CBM11), the
situation is similar except the wave function is concentra
around a small number of gallium atoms as well. The d
character of the conduction-band states~extended at long
range but concentrated around the boron atoms in the s
range! indicates that the states areresonantin the conduction
band and are not localized statesinside the gap. The
conduction-band states could be considered as bo
perturbed bulk GaAs conduction-band states.

The second column of Fig. 14 shows the same sta
~VBM, CBM, CBM11) for a fourth neighborpair of boron
atoms inside a supercell of GaAs. A statistically random d
tribution of boron atoms would result, among others,
pairs. In the case of GaAs12xNx alloys, the presence of ni
trogen pairs can result in localized impurity states inside
gap.61 Calculations were performed for the five symmet
cally unique pair arrangements in the 64-atom supercel
described in Table III. Qualitative features of wave-functi
localization were the same for all of the pairs, and only
most representative case, the fourth nearest-neighbor pa
shown in the figure. The features of the pair states are sim
to those of the isolated impurity discussed above—that
the VBM is mainly an As-derived, delocalized state wh
the lower CB states are concentrated around the boron
oms. Again, there is some effect on the wave function v
near the boron atom. The CBM state is concentrated aro
the boron atom in the middle of the cell and around
boron and gallium atoms on the cell edges. The next low
conduction-band state shows similar features and the w
function is restricted primarily to the~200! plane of the cell.

The short-range ‘‘localization’’ effects of boron incorpo
ration into GaAs appear to be similar to those seen
GaAs12xNx alloys, resulting mainly in ‘‘dual character’
conduction-band states that are still extended at long ra
but are localized around the boron atoms. However, it
pears that the perturbation of boron on the near-gap state
GaAs is gentler than that of nitrogen as none of the p
cause states inside the gap. This is another instance~as with
t
he
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band-gap bowing and band offsets! where boron is less ‘‘in-
trusive’’ than its first-row cousin, nitrogen.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper explored the effects of alloying a conventio
Group-III–V compound, GaAs, with boron. Very little ha
been known, experimentally or theoretically about bori
Group-III–V semiconductor alloys, but boride semicondu
tor alloys are generating renewed interest now that epita
techniques have made it somewhat easier to fabricate th
In order to understand the fundamentals of this new clas
possible alloys we have studied zincblende BAs and its a
with GaAs.

For BAs we find:~i! The bonding in BAs is much more
covalent than in the rest of the Group-III–As family or oth
Group-III–Vs. This is due to the similar electronegativitie
of boron and arsenic.~ii ! Consequently, BAs has a near
symmetric, ‘‘double-hump’’ bond charge density, similar
silicon. The small asymmetry that does exist in the bond
charge density actually favorsboron. That is, charge is
drawn toward the boron atom. In this sense, boron beha
more like theanion than thecation in BAs. ~iii ! The band
structure of BAs is more reminiscent of silicon than mo
other Group-III–V compounds. This is a consequence of~1!
the small repulsion between bonding and antibondingp
states and~2! the large repulsion of the arsenic and borons
states.~iv! The LDA errors in the band gaps are approx
mately constant in the Group-III–As series BAs, AlA
GaAs, and InAs.~v! The band offsets of BAs/GaAs an
BAs/AlAs are unexpected. The VBM of BAs is 0.39 e
higher than AlAs and only 0.19 eV below GaAs. The ma
reason for this is the strong hybridization of both the cat
and anion states at the VBM.

For the BxGa12xAs alloys, we find that:~i! The bond
angles are highly distorted near the boron sites. This ac
modates the Ga–As and B–As bonds to stay close to t
ideal bulk values. As a result, the bond-length distribution
a random alloy exhibits the typical bimodal behavior whe
each mode is near the individual ideal bulk values.~ii ! The
bowing parameter of BxGa12xAs for low concentrations of
boron is 3.5 eV, much smaller than for GaAs12xNx alloys in
the same composition range. Consequently, unlike GaN
loying GaAs with small amounts (,10%) of BAs increases
the gap.~iii ! The enthalpies of mixing indicate that the bu
solubility of boron in GaAs may be significantly higher tha
nitrogen in GaAs, possibly increasing the composition ran
over which boride alloys may be formed.~iv! The wave
function of the VBM is completely delocalized and retai
the character of pure GaAs. The lower conduction-ba
states exhibit a ‘‘semilocalized’’ behavior—i.e., the stat
are strongly concentrated around the boron atoms, but
away they are extended states.

In summary, the behavior of BxGa12xAs alloys is quali-
tatively different from GaAs12xNx alloys. The perturbation
of boron in GaAs is much ‘‘gentler’’ on most features of th
electronic structure of GaAs than is nitrogen. If the sa
behavior is manifest for other boride Group-III–V alloy
boron offers a new class of Group-III–V alloys to be e
plored for interesting behavior and possible device appli
tions. Boron may also play an important role in alloys whe
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it could be used as a relatively benign component which
added to lattice match the alloy to a given substrate.
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